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capitalist government activity on the
effects of inflation. Against this mo
policy issues and strategies. The book cla
hurt by the business cycle, and so wil
tem. While depressions do energize t
current conditions and to support m
is so far no indication that this exper
spread movement to change the syste
This book is useful for specialists w
training. Because the translation is p
mathematics extensive, it is not a bo

HOWARD J. SHERMA
Department of Economics
University of California

Riverside, CA 92521

Radical Ecology, by Carolyn Merchan
paper, $14.95. Pp. xvii, 276.

Carolyn Merchant is known principa
studies in ecological history and theo

Ecology and the Scientific Revolution (1
Gender and Science in New England (198

provided a devastating critique of the
nated with 17-century science. The m
thinkers as Bacon, Descartes and Loc
cally connected to the rise of capitali
world view, and the growing domina
lutions she developed a general mode
reproduction and consciousness in the
lutions, exploring in particular the co
tions that took place in New England
Radical Ecology, Merchant's third b
kind of work. Rather than resting on
ing at theoretical synthesis, Radical E
ductory primer on the subject. The
criticize mainstream ecology nor to c
rather to explain the diversity of tra
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The result is a book that is ex
ited in other respects. There is p
available to the entire range of d
is lacking is the full developmen

vision

which

would

force

the

within radical ecology, or to tran
meaningful theory and practice.
proach in which a series of taxo
passing a different strand withi
Unfortunately, some of the b
serve to hinder as much help in

issues of global ecological crisi
change. Part One on "Problems"
logical crisis and then includes ch
organic and mechanistic outlook
ics (in which egocentric, anthro
distinguished). Part Two is conc
rate chapters on "deep ecology,"

Part

Three

is

devoted

to

"Mov

"green politics," "ecofeminism"
Such an organizational structur
particularly where a strict disti
"movements." It is not immediat

development

should

be

charac

"thought," any more than deep
as "thought" divorced from "m
strong link to militant ecologica
ogy is impossible to understand
chist ecological struggles with a
"Sustainable development" in M
teau category that encompasses
Management, restoration ecolo
movements, and mainstream pl
ment along the lines inspired by
tion of environmental ethics (6
are included in the same catego
Commoner and Murray Bookchi
Despite the problematic natur
Merchant's discussion of each p
succinct and insightful. Althou
more penetrating readers will b
are chiefly with socialist ecolog
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treatment of Marx' and Engels' approa
it goes, and superior in some respects t
cal Revolutions. Yet, she seems to rely u
contained in Howard Parsons' Marx and

her references to Marx are taken). H

appreciate the fact that Marx's famous
the soil and the worker, in the section
culture" at the end of the chapter on "
try" in Volume I of Capital, was not at
rather a logical result of his whole criti
point. Merchant, however, does a super
ecosocialist outlook represented by Jam

ist ecological journal Capitalism, Nature, So

text the importance of Marx's concept
On the relation of ecology to gender,
Merchant's book is especially useful. Her
distinguishes between liberal, cultural

doubtedly the clearest analysis yet written

to include accounts of both struggles a
the United States, and Third World en
that of the Chipko movement in India
led by Chico Mendes in Brazil. Finally, s
acterized (unfairly) as indifferent to po
that Merchant's treatment of this subje
the work of Barry Commoner, is exce
problem in the Third World to the que
Some of what is best in Radical Ecolo
own earlier research. At the end of th
gram of her general model of ecologic
logical Revolutions, though the explana
Ecology is too brief to be readily under
nistic scientific world view in chapter 2
sis of The Death of Nature, in a way that

that earlier work.

The chief weakness of the book, which seems to derive from limitations inherent in its textbook approach, is the lack of historical definition
given to "radical ecology." For Merchant it seems to be any form of thought

or movement that rejects egocentric ethics and a mechanistic scientific
world view, and which thus demands some kind of ecological revolution
in present-day society. For ecological Marxists, however, this answer is
bound to be unsatisfactory, since such a broad and sweeping notion of
green "radicalism," and the attendant loose conception of ecological revo-
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lution, seems to obviate the nee
critique of the contemporary sy
this sense it appears that Merch
developing her own views, decid
proach. In some ways this makes
it also means that it fails to con
lems dividing ecological theory
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BOOK NOTE

Diffusing Power: The Key to Socialist Revival, by Michael Meacher. London: Plut

Distributed in the United States by Westview Press. $49.95; paper, $19.95. Pp

Michael Meacher is a prominent left-wing politician in Britain. His latest boo
articulate a positive socialist vision for the Labour Party that is "relevant and
the actual modern world." He proposes that democratic socialists must see
individuals to "the maximum feasible extent," but in a way that is compatible w
nity and altruistic ends." In developing this rather airy formulation Meacher
role that new forms of training, state regulation, workplace cooperation, and
tions could play in promoting the democratization of British society and the
of the Labour Party. Extensive reference is made to progressive public polici
countries like Germany and Sweden, and to the need to pose a coherent alte
pro-capitalist policies of Reagan and Thatcher. Unfortunately, much of the b
a collection of long-winded speeches. For example, toward the text's concl
says that "the left's ideology . . . must be, and be seen to be, a vision that releas
in society, unlocks individual and group energies now pent up, and unleashe
ents." Rather than expanding his theme into a book-length manuscript, the s
remarks could have been boiled down to a two-page article in the New States
KENT WORCESTER

Social Science Research Council
605 Third Avenue

New York, NY 10158
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